DAZZLE: Elite Presentation Techniques (2 Hours)

Learn what it takes to connect with your audience every time you give a presentation. DAZZLE is the ultimate presentation module covering everything you need to make your audience crave your presentations. Learn four dozen practical strategies to create, prepare and deliver a presentation that will get even the toughest audiences to “Thank You”... so that you can be more confident, persuasive, engaging, and effective every time you present to your audience.

Popular topics covered by Jason include “Prepare Your Presentation”, “Connect With Your Audience”, “Overcome Nervousness and Fear”, “Convince With Your Voice”, “Keep Their Attention” and “Answer Questions Like a Pro”. Expect two hours of wall-to-wall takeaways.

DAZZLE’s complete list of deliverables:
- Prepare your presentation
- Connect with your audience
- Show confidence
- Overcome nervousness and fear
- Convince with your voice
- Command with your body
- Keep their attention
- Manage media impact
- Control the pace
- Handle questions
- Minimize distractions
- Close to applause

Recent Participant Feedback

“I figured Jason Teteak’s programs might have a few new tricks—but not much that I hadn’t heard before. I was wrong. Jason integrates the latest research on presenting, learning, and audience dynamics with a captivating style that plays with the ironic fact that he is doing presentations... about presentation skills. And therein lies the secret to these marvelous programs.” --Philip Deloria, Professor - Harvard University

“I have been to several seminars on public speaking and giving presentations, including Dale Carnegie training. I truly went into this thinking that I couldn’t possibly learn anything new, but I found myself scribbling notes like a mad woman during the presentation. I quickly realized that these were tips and techniques that I had never heard before, and that I could use immediately upon my return to the office.” --Joey Monson-Lillie - Human Resources Manager